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About This Game

Arcane is a fast-paced fantasy action game with both ranged and melee combat.

Choose your weapons, learn their unique mechanics, hone your playstyle and ascend the mountain.

Cool Features:

Pick your playstyle: If you're feeling active and want to move, then dodge and block projectiles. If you want to rely on
your skill instead, then parry and deflect attacks with your reflexes and aim. There are many ways to play Arcane.

Experiment with magical weapons: Every weapon has vastly different mechanics. Some you swing, some you throw,
others you guide like a missile. Mix and match which weapon you want in each hand and create some interesting
combinations that suit your preferred playstyle.

Variety of different enemy types: Fight an assortment of ground and air based enemies as they attempt to halt your
advance towards the peak.
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Title: Arcane
Genre: Action
Developer:
Offpeak Games
Publisher:
Offpeak Games
Release Date: 19 Dec, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1

Processor: Intel i5-4590

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1600 MB available space
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I'm not sure but I think I got this for well under a dollar, probably for a few cents when it was on sale. That said, I'm pretty sure
I got ripped off. I mean sure, it's a time management game and I can't expect much but the graphics are lazy, the controls are
clunky, and the game play itself is just unenjoyable. This was a punishment, not entertainment.. Nice game graphics are okay
but good game.. Nice loco, nice to drive, beautiful to look at.. a steam version of an 03 diesel.. happy owner
With a few exceptions, I wish I could give this a middle ground review

*ALL* Sounds are from the jinty - every single one.. my heart sank when I heard the boiling sound and then the whistle

https:\/\/youtu.be\/l-Tj2I6U9cs

I get that both these engines are fowler type 0-6-0 steamers and the dock tank is probably a mini jinty in real life
but a few different sounds wouldnt hurt at all, im going to have to edit the sounds myself.. maybe introduce some pitch
differences between the two

specs wise it is a different engine, cab is different too.. its definately not a copy over
I love it.. im happy I got it, but I do wish I got this rather than the jinty because I wouldnt have known any different and loved it
all the same

Not the best result for 13 USD On special and 20 dollars full price
lost a little respect for meshtools here..
Sadly steam sounds surpreme doesnt have a 2F sound pack,

as far as im aware theres none left in the wild so that'd be difficult

I'm giving it a down thumb.. I love it.. others will love it just as much im sure
but not if you have the jinty already.. shes a fairly popular engine so... its possible and id like to warn against it

I stress though I like this engine. Osu veterans will find this way too easy but MUSYNX is perfect for beginner like me. Also
DLC songs are not required at all, there are enough songs to practice on before moving to more harder game.. If you are not that
easily amused go to options and change the language to something you don't understand (go for Japanese for aesthetics). Now
that the eyebrow raising attempts at humor are out of the way you are in for the great cerebral ride through the pleasant visuals
and novel concepts.
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Hi to all of my freinds on "Facebook", "Steam", or any other "games related to the "steam" related network. I have just
purchased "GTR" via my "Steam" account, and I have to say to anybody who used to own this game, back in the days of
"M\/Soft" XP, that this game has now been upgraded to "WINDOWS 7" COMPATIBILITY. The graphics are a lot better and
clearer than the games predessor on the XP version. If anybody still owns the XP version, it will not play on "WINDOWS 7". I
have had the origional of this game on XP, which has been collecting dust for the last 2yrs due to non compatibility with
"WINDOWS 7". The GTR car racing series is a pretty good range of games to buy. On the market at the moment, there is GTR
1, GTR 2, GTR EVOLUTION, GTR LEGENDS or RACE ON, which I believe is now also part of the GTR series of games. I
now have the complete range of this series apart from GTR LEGENDS.I can recommend all of these simulation games to the
ultimate motor racing fan or anybody who fancies their chances of having a great adrenlin rush and testing their racing skills
against the best drivers of these games. Good luck to you all and enjoy yourselves. All the best everybody. (COLIN.D.)
ABERDEEN, SCOTLAND, UNITED KINGDOM. I been check my career there nothing download? I be download done try get
in nothing in career!. as of time of writing, the game is at version: 0.4.4.1

Simple. Clean. Fun.

this is all you have to really know about this game. no over-elaborate story with multiple plot details that you would have to do
some digging, theorizing, looking in the book based off the game to get the idea behind ( at least not yet anyways!). the
objective of the game is simple: survive till you can't no more, wether the enemies become far too numrous ( believe me..
getting into the 30 waves by yourself, your facing 50:1 odds and greater.) or your weapons cannot dole out enough damage ( also
again, enemies get a lot more health as you get higher up, here in lies the grind. as many see this as a negative, i see this as
nessisary to get higher and higher waves.). waves start off simple, 2 enemies on wave 1, and it gets more nad more numerous
from there.. 4 on the next, 8 afterwards, and so on and so on. and the boss wave ( every 10th, also your check point for if you
want to start off from that wave for higher difficulty) are actually a challenge.. if you don't have unbalanced\/ over-powered\/
over-leveled weapons for that wave. they have multple ways to get you, and there is no 'camping the corner behind their blind
spot till win' way of getting around it. because it will adapt, and change what it does to match WHERE you are.. off the main
arena floor? have ALL THE MISSLES!! on the arena floor? less missles, and MORE EARTHQUAKES!!. it's a challenge to
beat bosses on your own without help, but once you get a feel for it, you know how to best take it on, to YOUR style. over all
the game still needs work, but that is what early access is about. i will update this review as time goes on, and how development
turns this game from a rough cut into a fine polished gem.. The game would be very recommendable... especially for fans of
Spencer & Hill.

Unfortunately, for a reason nobody from this planet might ever be able to understand, the developers marred their game with
extremely frustrating, technically "meh", unfair mini-games. Which cannot be skipped.
We managed to get until the laser one, which becomes simply impossible as the pseudo-3D doesn't let you see how high your
character really are in relation to the lasers you need to go under.

An extreme shame, but with showstoppers like that, I cannot recommend the game to anyone. At least not at normal price.. This
mod is fantastic, what's great about is the fact that it's free! And set in the Western Front.

There are only four maps at the moment, but that doesn't stop us from having fun and intense moments in games or mods like
this.

The maps look good. My favourite is Oosterbeek, cause the British ^^.
Custom uniforms aren't to bad, but they look good for a mod.
The British models and sleeves look great and so does their weapons! ^^.
(The German G43 looks weird though)

There will be lots of fighting and explosions all around you
Combat feels like its more deadlier in this mod and more intense.
Probably because three maps in this game are kinda small, so don't be suprised to experience a lot of dying in the game or
maybe it's just me thinking that the maps are small idk.

The big downside is that it uses "Rising Storm" format or whatever, so if you don't have Rising Storm.

You won't be able to use other classes in either side and you'll only be able to use the Rifleman class.
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But if that doesn't bother you or if you already have RS, go ahead and give this mod a try!. Just completed the first testing
facility and want to share some early thoughts.

If you like Super Meat Boy, then you are likely to love this one too. These two have many similarities (in a good way),
but Pivot Pilot adds refreshing unique gameplay elements, as the title suggests. In addition to the player character, you
control a robotic arm by rotating each of its three segments. The robotic arm is used to transport the player character
to otherwise unreachable places where he can hit switches and such. Levels are finished by navigating the tip of the
arm to the goal. Don't be fooled, it is not as easy as it sounds. Concentration is required to pass the puzzles.

The level design is clever and provides a real challenge with equal satisfaction. Sometimes you really need to rush and
get that jumping sequence perfectly executed. There is no blaming the controls: you died - your fault.

And speaking of dying, that is going to happen often. Luckily, the soundtrack is so amazing that it will distract you
from getting too frustrated. You might as well just hand out the award for the best video game soundtrack of 2017
already. The graphical style is also spot on.

No reason why this game shouldn't be a great hit.. I absolutely love this game. If racing games are your thing, this is
one of the best games to buy. The customization is great. The online? Awesome. All for $10? Completely worth it.
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